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The Relationship between Attitude
and Activity Regarding Nuclear
Disarmament in Japanese Adolescents
Akihiro Sugita (Daitobunka University)
Takehiko Ito (Wako University)
Japanese adolescents' political indifference and the decrease in their social participation has
repeatedly been reported in the 1980s. In order to find out determinants of their real political
behavior, adolescents' socio-political attitudes were surveyed. We focused on the relationship between
socio-political attitudes and real political activity regarding nuclear disarmament and peace
movement issues by a questionnaire presented to 247 Japanese undergraduate students. The
questionnaire consisted of SD Scales for the affective component, Belief Scales for the cognitive
component, Activity Motivation Scales for the action tendency component, and Activity Experience
Scales to measure the degree of involvement in the peace activity. Factor analysis and discriminant
analysis were conducted. As predicted, a strong relationship between high motivation and frequent
experience of participation in the collective peace movement was found. Cognitive attitudes toward
the doctrine of nuclear deterrence were significantly correlated with peace activity. A contradictory
relationship between active participation in the collective peace movement and the lower affective
evaluation of peace activity was found. This can be explained because the active participants might
have experienced a number of difficulties while participating the peace movement.

Japanese

political

situation and

the

Japanese adolescent in the 1980s

students.
Total disarmament of nuclear weapons is
an urgent issue for all mankind. Nuclear weap-

This study intends to clarify Japanese

ons and human beings cannot co-exist, and the

university students' attitudes toward nuclear

abolition of nuclear weapons is the most reli-

arms and the peace movement while exami-

able means to prevent nuclear war. Japanese

ning the relationship between these attitudes

people have strong feelings against nuclear

and the real activities experienced by the

weapons because the Japanese have experi-
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enced nu~lear destruction twice. There are
more tha~ three hundred sixty thousand Hi-
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Psychology

bakusha j(nuclear survivors), including the
second gfneration. Learning a lesson from

From the viewpoint of adolescent psy-

those experiences,
Japan was reborn as a coun,

chology, attitudes toward peace issues, espe-

try with ~Peace Constitution which ensures

cially nuclear arms and the peace movement,

~o

the right

live in peace. Article 9 renounces

I

.

are important items in adolescents' acquisition

the right pf belligerency and prohibits the es-

of political autonomy. Akiba (1969) pointed

tablishm~t of any military force. In addition,

out that the acquisition of political autonomy

we now

I

~ave

a national policy of the three

non-nucl,ar principles which prohibit the
productic>n, stockpiling, and introduction or

is an important developmental task for adolescents.
Akiba's (1969) attitude study was limited

I

transferri~g of nuclear weapons.

Cont~adictory

to the cognitive domain of political attitudes.

to the choice of the direc-

Harada (1982, 1984) investigated Japanese

tion of ppace, the Japanese government has

adolescents' political attitudes by revealing

develope1 the Self Defense Force, which con-

the relationship between a cognitive compo-

sumes

third largest military expenditure

nent and an action tendency component, and

in the wtrld. The Japan-US Security Treaty

found that these two components have a

ensures tfe existence of 105 US military bases,

strong correlation. Although he developed a

including~

nuclear weapon facilities, on Japa-

framework to explain adolescents' political

Moreover, the Japanese gov-

activities, he himself did not examine their

nese

th~

terr~tory.

ernment, ~as discouraged peace movements.

actual political activity. An attitude is, in its

Undit this complex political situation, the

definition, a preparatory state for the real

peace mofement in Japan has several charac-

action; the relation between attitude and the

teristics: (il)total nuclear disarmament has been

real action must be studied.

I

one of th~ most important aims in Japan and

The present study concerns this relation-

has been! accepted by most Japanese (more

ship in Japanese undergraduate students in

than 1/4! of total Japanese population, i.e.

the 1980s. Using a three component analysis of

i

so,poo,ooo, have signed an Appeal from

attitude by Krech et aL (1962), we developed a

Hiroshim~ and Nagasaki), (2)among various

three component attitude scale toward issues

peace m<fements there are complex and seri-

of "nuclear arms" and "peace movements".

about

ous conflicts and struggles based on their

The purpose of the present study is to

varied pblitical backgrounds, (3)the student

measure the three components of attitude of

moveme~t has taken an important role in the

university students toward nuclear weapons

I
I

peace

m~vement.

and peace movements, to measure their actual
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participation in peace related activities, and to

ventory including eighteen items pertaining

examine the relationship between attitude and

the peace activities is used.

real experience.

(3)

Activity Experience Scales
The same eighteen items as in the Activity

METHOD

Motivation Scale were rated according to the
degree of involvement. This scale measures

Subjects were 247 (179

~ale,

68 female)

Japanese undergraduate students, and the
questionnaire was conducted in November,

the real activity experience.
Items used in scales (2-3) and (3) are
shown in Fig. 4.

1984.

RESULTS

The questionnaire consisted of the following three main parts:
(1)

Overall interest and evaluation of impor-

tance

Overall interest items

The results of overall interest and evalua-

Two items were prepared to measure

tion of importance of peace issues are shown

overall interest and evaluation of importance

in Table 1, where the numbers represent the

assigned to peace issues (see Table 1).

percentage of students according to each

(2)

Attitude Scales

rating category. Nearly 70% of the students are

Scales (2-1), (2-2), and (2-3) are measures

interested in peace issues and more than 78% of

for three components of attitude.

them regard peace issues as important to

(2-1) SO (Semantic Differential) scales: To

them. Those who are indifferent to the issue

measure the affective component of attitudes

are less than 20% and those who evaluate peace

toward peace issues (nuclear weapons and

issues as unimportant are as little as 10%. The

peace movement), there are eighteen pairs of

majority of the students investigated are inter-

adjectives for the two stimulus words: "nucle-

ested in peace issues and regard them as im-

ar weapons" and "peace movement". The eigh-

portant issues, in spite of the misleading image

teen items are shown in Fig. 1.

of youth created by the mass media which

(2-2) Belief scales: To measure the cognitive

characterize them as socially indifferent and

component of nuclear weapon issues, there are

politically conservative.

ten question items on beliefs concerning the
two issues. Items on each topic in the questionnaire are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Three components of attitude toward
nuclear weapons and peace movement

(2-3) Activity motivation scales: To measure

Affective component of the attitude: the results

the action tendency component of a person's

from SO scales.

attitude toward the peace movement, an in-

Fig. 1 shows the affective component of
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I

attitudes foward nuclear arms and toward the

anti-nuclear arms feeling and they also hold a

peace m?vement according to the average

pro-peace movement feeling, although the

rating sc6re
for each pair of adjectives. There
I

tendency toward support for the peace move-

are

ment was somewhat less strong in the rating.

salie~t responses in most of the scales
I

arms, especially in STUPID,

The common feeling toward nuclear arms and

BAD, UfEASY, UNPLEASANT, DANGER-

the peace movement appeared as FAR, UN-

OUS, which are classified as the evaluative

FAMILIAR, INACCESSIBLE, UNFRIENDLY,

factor aJd in LARGE, STRONG which are

CLOSED, BIASED and TENSE.

classifie~

Cognitive component of the attitude: the results

~uclear

toward

I

as the dynamic factor. However, the

I

from belief scales

responsef toward the peace movement have

Fig. 2 shows the cognitive component of

no such ialient tendencies except for the ad-

the students' attitudes toward nuclear weap-

jective GOOD.
I

I

Comparing the two issues in each pair of

ons by the average group profile, based on the

I

adjectiv~s.

the profile of nuclear weapons and

ten items in the Belief Scale which asked the

that of ~he peace movement are often con-

students their opinions. High scores on items 2,

~.e.

trastive,

divided on different sides by the

3, 4, 8, and 10 indicate that students are aware

center li1e in Fig. 1. Students generally hold an

of the negative effects of the use and existence

I

TABLE llnterest and evaluation on peace issues
such as nuclear weapons and peace movement.
I

2

1

I
II

Not interested

',

'

-

3

5

4
.......

Interested

!Interest
i
I

(%)

15. 8

Not important

I

!]valuation
I
I

2. 8

(%)

2. 4

12. 1

,L_

8. 5

10. 9

57.5

-

11. 7

Important

45. 7

32. 4

i

'

I

I

]nterest

How much interest do you have in the issues such as "nuclear
weapons" and

'

"peace movement" ?

Evaluation : How important do you think these issues for yourself?
I
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1 Close

Far

2 Stupid

Wise

3 Carefree

4 Powerful

Powerless

5 Bad
6 Unfamiliar

7 gasy

Uneasy

8 Unhealthy

Healthy

0 Accessible

Inaccessible

10 Small

Large

11 Pleasant

12 Unfriendly
13 Safe

Dangerous

14 Unfavorable
15 Inactive

Active

16 Open

Closed

17 Strong

Weak

18 niased
- - - Nuclear Weapons

.................. Peace Movement

nG.l Affective component of attitude toward
nuclear weaP.ons and peace movement ( SO Scale)
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Disagree
strongly

Disagree
slightly

1

2

Ii.Peaco owes to the nuclear balance
b~tween US and Soviet.

Agree
Agree
Undecided slightly strongly

3

4

5

2:. Nuclear veapons are much more
hairmful
to
human
body and
enlvironment than any other weapons.
1

3,.Japan becomes a target of Soviet
nuFlear attack as far as US
nuplcar weapons are introduced.

4~Nuclear arms race oppresses
national economics and raise
national anxiet 'es.
Japanese securjty is protected
byiUS nuclear weapons.

sj

s.jThere is no fear of the actual
of nuclear weapons •

us~
'

7JThe use of a part of nuclear
we~pon
would
lead
to
human
aniihilation.
8.The more nuclear weapons, the
mot' e possibility of accidental
nu lear war.
9!.Nuclear development cannot be
dehied as far as it promotes
scrence and technology.
IO.Kiniatuarzing of nuclear arms
w~l1 increase the possibility of
their actual use.
I

FIG.2 Cognitive
nuclear weapons

nucle~r

comPonent of attitude toward
( Belief Scale)

weapons. Relatively low scores on

attitudes toward the peace movement in the

items 1, ~· 6, and 9 show, in general, a negative

overall average group profile for ten items in

belief atainst nuclear deterrence, and non-

Belief Scales. The results of the Belief Scale on

of

1

accepta1ce of nuclear arms development and

the peace movement are not as strongly evi-

mainten~nce. Our data indicates that students

dent as that toward nuclear weapon shown in

does not support the philosophy of nuclear

Fig. 2. Relatively positive responses were

1

deterrenpe and demonstrate a non-acceptance

shown in items 7 and 8, which shows that the

of a nu1lear arms build up. There is a clear

students regard the peace movement as a part

indicati9n of the students' awareness of the

of human rights. The importance of human

dangers (of nuclear weapons.

rights has been taught in post-war education

Fig.l3 shows the cognitive component of

in Japan. In the other eight items, the cognitive

7

Disagree Disagree Undecided Agree
Agree
slightly strongly
strongly slightly
I
!.Peace
movement contributes 1.
4
5
greatly Lo arousing anti-nuclear r---~---+--------+-~~--~r--------;
public opinion.

i. World-spread peace
merely a fad.

movement. .is

3.Peace movement cannot control
nuclear weapons.
4.Peace movement has prevented
the use of nuclear arms several
times after WW U •
S.Kuch more participation in
peace movement will prevent
the use of nuclear weapons.
6.Peace move11ent is merely for
propaganda of some political party.
7.lt is not desirable for ordinary
people to intervene in defense policy through
peace movement.

B.Peace movement is an important
right in a democratic society,
O.Peace movement will
result
merely
in
the
participants'
self-satisfaction.
IO.Arousing peace movement can
change the military policy.

FIG.3 Cognitive component of attitude toward
peace movement ( Belief Scale)
component of attitude for the average profile

Action tendency component of the attitude

is neither affirmative nor negative, but hovers

toward peace related activities

around the center. The students admit the

Fig. 4 shows the overall average profile of

peace movement as an important human right,

the action tendency component of attitudes

but its effectiveness is not well acknowledged.

toward peace related activities by 18 items of

This may reflect a lack of information about

Activity Motivation Scale. This scale asked

the history and the role of the peace move-

students' willingness or unwillingness to get

ment. The importance of the peace movement

involved in various kind of activities, inclu-

is not encouraged in Japanese formal educa-

ding the issues of nuclear weapons and the

tion. The result may be also affected by the

peace movement. The items, in order of higher

complexity of the Japanese peace movement.

scores, 11, 10, 7, 15, are individual and infor-
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Want not to do so
Want to do so
strongly--Undecided
strongly
i
slightly
slightly
I
1
3
4
5
t.P,y attention to news (TV or
I

newspaper) related to peace issues.
!

2.Attend a strike, or a
I
.
•
dcmonstrat1on
against
nuc 1ear war.

J.T~ke part in a student movement
or a1 local 111ovement.
I

I

4.~ead .pamphlets or
leaflets
dis~ributed by·peace organization.

S.Wear
badges or decorate
. wilh stickers to eltpress
your! wish for peace.
6.~ign a petition against policy
111en~cing peace.
7. falk about peace with friends or
fampY·
8.~atch
mov.ies or listen
to
lectures on peace.
o.ta~e . part
in . ~
peace
orgfnuat1on or a poh tical party
pro'l'ot.ing peace po.licy.
!O.read books
(essay,llterature,
documentary etc.)on war and peace.
ll.Yote for a candidate
promotlng
peafe•
12.frite a. letter to a newspaper
or 11 magaune.
IJ.take part in a gathering, a
rally
a conference against
nuc~ear war and nuclear weapons.
14.~ead a bulletin or a maga?.ine
published'by a peace organization.
roo~s

j.

IS.tlsten
to a
talk on
war
eltp~ri ence.
16.$tudy
war and peace in a
cirfle or a neighborhood group.
!?.Collect
pet~tion

signatures
for
a
against
war-promoting

pol icy.
18fooperate with a
act 1vi ty.
1

local

peace

I

e

1

I

FIG. 4 Action tendency component
toward Eeace related activities
Motivation Scale )

of attitude
( Activity
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TABLE 2 Actual experience of
activities. (%)
Never
Items of experienced activity

1
l.l'aid

attention to ncwn

2.Attcnded a strike or a demonstration
3.Took part in student mQvement ate.
4.Read pamphlets or leaflets
5.1/oro

peace badges etc.

6.Signed a petition
7.Talkedabout peace with friends etc
8. Watched movies; Lt stoned to l cctures
9.Took part in a organization or a party
IO.Read related books
II. Voted fUr a peace -·promotiol! candidate
12. Wrote Jetter to newspaper etc.
1:1. Took part in a gathering, rally etc.
!~.Read

bulletin or magazine

15.Listcncd to talk on war CliJ>crlcnce
16.Studied in a circle

or a group

I 7, Collected signatures for a petition
18. Cooperated with local peace activities

peace

related

At least

Several

once

times

2

3

11. 7
2. 0
2. 4
22. 7
1.2
30. 5
21. 1
26. 0
2. 0
20. 3
5. 7
0. 8
1.6
19. 6
21. 9
5. 3
3. 2
3. 6

5. 7
96. 4
95. 1
26. 7
96. 0
54. 5
16. 2
48. 8
96. 7
16. 3
91. 0
98. 8
96. 0
67. 8
32. 8
87. 0
95. 1
95. 5

65. 6
1.2
2. 0
47. 0
1.6
13. 8
56. 7
23. 2
0
58. 1
0. 4
0
1.6
10. 6
43. 7
G. 5
o. 8
0. 4

Continually

4

17.0
0. 4
0. 8
3. 2
l. 2
1.2
6. 1
2. 0
1.2
5. 3
2. 8
0. 4
0. 8
2. 0
1.6
l.2
0. 8
0. 4

mation-acquiring activities, which are rela-

toward actual participation in the peace move-

tively easy to perform. On the other hand, the

ment.

low volition score items such as 5, 9, 2, 3 and 13
are those activities which are collective and

Measurement of actual experience in peace

participatory.

related activities

The results reflect the tendency of stu-

Table 2 shows actual experience of peace

dents to have relatively high interest in ac-

related activities by questioning the degree of

quiring information relating to peace, while

involvement in each activity. The content of

having less volition or relative unwillingness

18 activity items used here is identical to the
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I
!

action tendency components of attitude

named Hatred of Nuclear Weapons and Friendly

shown ilJl Fig. 4. The items 1, 4, 10, and 15 are

Feeling for Peace Movement.

I

highly fmore than 60%) experienced items,

Varimax rotation was used for the belief

while thp items such as 2, 3, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17,

scales of the cognitive component and three

and 18 ~re
experienced by less than 10% stu,

factors extracted respectively for each of the

dents. Tpe low involvement in the item 11 is

two issues. For the issue of the nuclear weap-

due to ~ non-controllable factor; many of the

ons, we found F 1 as the factor of Belief in

student$ were too young to vote. The other

Nuclear Deterrence, F2 as the factor of Belief in

low

Possible Occurrence of Nuclear War, and F3 as

pa~icipation items are either highly or-

ganized ! activities or activities requiring

Recognition of Effect of Nuclear Weapons. For

strong Jotivation.

the peace movement issues, we call F1 as the

Attirudes with a high rate of participation

factor of Belief in Power of Peace Movement, F2

are mosUy related to acquisition of informal
tion concerning peace issues, such as paying

as the factor of Biased Recognition of Peace
Movement, and F3 as the factor of Recognition

attentiohI to the news, informal conversation,

of Peace Movement as Democratic Right.

and listfning to the war experience. In sum-

By using Varimax rotation, two factors

mary, the students experience Information-

were extracted from the Activity Motivation

Learninf Activities frequently, but less than

Scale of the action tendency components: F1

10% of t'em have participated in an organized

as the factor of Collective-Commitment Volition

consciousness-requiring activity.

and F2 as the factor of Individual-Learning

!

The telationship between the compo-

Volition.

nents! of attitude and the actual experi-

Grouping of the students by their degree of

ence!

actual experience

Factor 1nalysis of three attitude components

According to the answers to the Actual

Fori preparation of discriminant analysis

Experience Scale, students were categorized

to reveal the relationship between the three

into either the Active Group or Non-Active

of attitudes and actual experi-

Group in Collective-Commitment Experience

ence, a fflctor analysis was done on each of the

and in Individual-Learning Experience re-

attitud~

components toward nuclear weapons

spectively. The Active Group members in

and the! peace movement in order to confirm

Collective-Commitment Experience consisted

their lirtearity.
Varimax rotation was used to
I

of students who answered "several times" or

extract ~actors from non-linear scales.

"continually" two or more times among the

i
compon~nts

SD ~cales of the affective component were

items 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 13, 16, 17, 18 in Table 2. The

linear fJr both of the issues i.e. "nuclear weap-

Active Group members in Individual-Learning

an~ "peace movement". The factors were

Experience were those who answered "several

I

1

ons"

I

I

11

times" or "continually" two or more times

the action tendency component had the high-

among the items of 1, 7, 8, 11, 15 in Table 2. The

est discriminant function coefficient. Affective

Non-Active Group in each domain was the rest

component factors have a significant rela-

of the Active Group.

tionship to Collective-Commitment Experi-

There were 19 students in the Active
Group and 228 students in the Non-Active

ence, but not to Individual-Learning Experience.

Group in Collective-Commitment Experience

The factor of Hatred of Nuclear Weapons

domain. There were 195 students in the Active

relates to Collective-Commitment Experience

Group and 52 students in the Non-Active

positively, but, interestingly, the factor of

Group in Individual-Learning Experience

Friendly Feeling for the Peace Movement has

domain.

a negative relationship to the Collective-

The relationship between the attitude compo-

Commitment Experience.
Cognitive component factors toward nu-

nents and the actual experience

In order to clarify the relationship be-

clear weapons work as predictors not only to

tween attitudes and actual activity, a dis-

Collective-Commitment Experience but also to

criminant analysis was done by using SPSS

Individual-Learning Experience. Belief in Nu-

for each of the attitude factors to predict the

clear Deterrence is the significant blocking

two experience groups i.e. Active or Non-

factor to Collective-Commitment Experience.

Active. The summary of statistically signifi-

Belief in Possible Occurrence of Nuclear War is

cant discriminant function coefficients is pro-

the promoting factor to Individual-Learning

vided in Fig. 5.

Experience.

In relation to Collective-Commitment Experience,

Collective-Commitment

Volition

DISCUSSION

(action tendency component) is the strongest
predictor, Friendly Feeling for Peace Move-

In spite of image of Japanese students

ment(affective component) the second stron-

formed by the mass media which claims that

gest, Belief in Nuclear Deterrence(cognitive

students are socially indifferent and politically

component) the third, and Hatred of Nuclear

conservative, the result of the overall interest

Weapons(affective component) the fourth. In

scales shows that the students are concerned

relation to Individual-Learning Experience,

about peace issues seriously. According to the

Individual-Learning Volition(action tendency

results of the activity experience scales, In-

component) is the strongest predictor, Belief

formation-Learning activities such as paying

in Possible Occurrence of Nuclear War(cogni-

attention to news or talking about peace with

tive component) is the second strongest.

friends are commonly experienced by the

Among the three components of attitudes,

students. However, more than 90% students
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Attitude toward
Nuclear Weapons

I

c 1on
RalAf
e
(Experience)

I

Affect~ve

.367

Hatred of Nuclear Weapons

Compfl)nent

--------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------

!

.245

Belief in Possible Occurrence of
Nuclear War
I

CogniFve
Component
I

-.412

Belief in Nuclear Deterrence

Recognition of Effect of Nuclear Weapons

.934

Collective-Commitment Volition

Acion[
Tendercy
Component

'---

Individual-Learning Volition

!

CollectiveCommitment

I

.902

I

I
Cognijtive
Comprnent

Belief in Power of Peace Movement

I

Biased Recognition of Peace Movement
-.605

I

Recognition of Peace Movement
as Democratic Right

I

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
i

Affedive

Friendly Feeling for Peace Movement

Com~onent

t- 1--

Attitude toward
Peace Movement

*
**
Fig. 5

Factors used in discriminant analysis are shown in boxes
numbers are discriminant function coefficients
Prediction of Real Action by Attitude
(Results of Discriminant Analysis)

IndividualLearning
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had never experienced a Collective-Commit-

Commitment Experience in the actual activi-

ment Experience such as participating in a

ties. Those who participated in peace activities

rally or collecting signatures for peace.

tend to have negative feelings toward the

The students have strong negative feeling

peace movement. One possible explanation is

against nuclear weapons. The harmful effect

the complexity and conflict among the various

of nuclear weapons to human beings and so-

peace organizations and groups in relation to

ciety is widely acknowledged. Affirmative

the political confrontation among the political

opinion for nuclear deterrence is not as strong

parties in the 1980s. Those students who respo-

as that of the students in the United States

nded with negative feeling towards the peace

(Asahi Shinbun 1988). Most of the students

movement might have experienced a number

believe that the introduction of nuclear arms

of difficulties while participating in the peace

to Japan will make Japan a potential target of

movement and have avoided being viewed as

Soviet nuclear attack.

associated with left-wing stances and organi-

Japanese students think the peace move-

zations. Those students who had very low

ment is an important part of human rights

scores in the items of Friendly Feeling for

assured by the Japanese Constitution, but

Peace Movement often answered affirmatively

their affectional attitude toward peace move-

in the cognitive attitude item, "Peace move-

ment is not necessarily positive; some of them

ment is merely for propaganda of some politi-

believe in the effectiveness of the peace move-

cal party". This kind of response is an example

ment, while others do not.

of political cynicism. Although this study has

The belief in nuclear deterrence seems to

not yet analyzed the relationship among the

prevent the students from engaging in peace

three attitude components, the cross-item ana-

activity. Asahi Shinbun (1988) showed that

lysis showed the effect of this kind of cynicism

Japanese students (33%) believe in nuclear

regarding the political situation involvement

deterrence less than students in West Germa-

in peace activity.

ny (66%), US (60%), Korea (48%). There are
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